Well-Designed Residences
Spacious assisted living apartments feature full kitchens with stainless appliances, bathrooms with safety features, climate controls, ample closet space and emergency call systems.

**One Bedroom**
605–836 sq. ft.

**One Bedroom plus Den**
815–1,008 sq. ft.

**Two Bedroom**
1,043–1,098 sq. ft.

Trinity Springs is a ministry of Cassia, an Augustana Elim affiliation with more than 200 years of combined Christian ministry. Cassia brings a long history of healing, compassion and renewal to our residents, their families and the communities we serve.

Through a shared vision with partner Live Oaks Community Church, Cassia brings its spirit of innovation and care to Trinity Springs, a faith-based, nonprofit senior community.

Celebrate life in a faith-based, nonprofit senior living community filled with hospitality, compassion and goodwill.
Live joyfully with the extra help of assisted living

Our goal at Trinity Springs is to help you to stay as independent as possible by providing the conveniences and assistance you need. Your well-designed apartment and housekeeping, laundry and maintenance services can make life easier. WiFi, basic cable and all utilities except telephone are included in your monthly rent. A personal pendant and 24-hour emergency response system can give you peace of mind.

Our chef prepares delicious meals, using fresh, seasonal ingredients, three times daily. Professional staff will serve you in our beautiful dining rooms.

Social opportunities include events, education, guest speakers on a variety of topics and many others, chosen by the people who live here and directed by our activity professionals. Bible studies, worship services and spiritual care are offered. Trips to area restaurants, shopping and attractions are planned, and our scheduled transportation can take you there. You can be as busy as you like—the choice is yours.

Live well at Trinity Springs

Discover new possibilities at Trinity Springs, where numerous amenities, engaging activities, new friends and good conversations are right outside your door.

Dining Rooms—where professional wait staff serve chef-prepared meals three times daily
Atrium Lobby—where you can meet friends and family
Movie Theater—showing classics or latest releases, complete with popcorn!
Activity Rooms—for events, social gatherings, learning opportunities, worship services
Lounges—with comfortable spaces to relax or chat with neighbors
Salon and Spa—offering massage, hair and nail services for men and women
Fitness Center—with scheduled classes and equipment designed for older adults
Guest Suite—available for family visits
Outdoors—to enjoy nice sunny days on our covered porches and in garden courtyards
Dog Park—where your pets are welcome

Assisted Living Services

Abundant conveniences and tailored care can be the extra help you need to maintain your independence. Assistance with bathing and dressing, morning and evening cares and mobility are a few of the care services offered. A registered nurse listens to each person and their family and completes a care assessment to determine the specific services needed. Health care can include medication management, vital signs checks, health records updates, appointment coordination and most nursing services, as ordered by a physician.

Memory Care

Memory Care at Trinity Springs is thoughtfully designed for people with memory loss. Residents can freely move about this entrance-controlled, barrier-free area. Private or shared suites are offered. Dedicated staff receive comprehensive training and ongoing education each year. Our care model focuses on positive relationships, daily structure and meaningful activity that can restore rhythms and build connections to help people live fuller lives.